
Shuon-an “Ikkyuji-temple”

1. Soumon, Th e Main Gate

Th e Soumon is the main gate for the Zen temple. It is said that Zenchiku 
Konparu’s grand house stood in front of the Soumon, of which there are 
still some remains.

2. Sando, Approach

Th e Soumon leads to the cobbled approach. Th ere are maple trees on 
both sides, and moss covers their base. In all four seasons, you can enjoy 
seasonally blooming fl owers such as the Japanese cherry, rhododendron, 
satsuki azalea, shore robusta, lespedeza and maple. In spring, there are 
bush warblers are joyfully chirping here and there. Relax and escape the 
chaos of urban life for a brief while.

3. Sojyun Obyou, Th e Tomb of Ikkyu Zenshi

Before the jijyaku (death) of Ikkyu Zenshi on 21 November, 1481, he built 
a stupa (a tall, narrow wooden tablet which is set up behind a grave for the 
repose of the dead) named Ziyo-to in this place. Th e front garden is Zen 
temple’s kare-san-sui (dry garden) styled, retaining traditional Muromachi 
quaintness. Today, the tomb is under the custody of Japan’s Imperial 
Household Agency. Th at is why the chrysanth fl ower is crested on its gate. 

4. Kuri, Kitchen / Tousu, Water Closet / Karamon, 
Gate with Chinese-styled roof

Kuri is the residence and kitchen for Zen monks. Th e kuri was restored 
by the Maeda family when Hojyo was newly built and it remains original 
architecture of the early Edo period. Th e Tousu (water closet) and 
Karamon (gate with Chinese-styled roof) were also built in 1650, on the 
sidelines of Hojyo’s restore. 



5. Hojyo, The Temple Master’s dwelling place

The Hojyo is the place for receptions, where the temple master would meet 
with guests and would be used for Buddhist memorial services. 
In 1650, the Hojyo was restored by oblation of Toshitsune Maeda, 
who was the third feudal lord of Kaga. Maeda visited Ikkyu-ji on the way 
to Osaka for the Summer Siege of Osaka. He payed his compliments to 
Ikkyu Zenshi and lamented the deserted temple at the time, then decided 
to restore Shuon-an. 

6. Ikkyu Zenshi Mokuzo, The Seated Ikkyū Oshō Wooden Statue

In the center of the Hojyo, there is a place called Shodo which enshrines a 
wooden statue of Ikkyu Zenshi. The statue was made in the same year as 
Ikkyu Zenshi’s demise, by Bukusai Zenshi who was one of Ikkyu’s leading 
pupils. It is said that Ikkyu Zenshi’s hair and beard were implanted on the 
statue.

7. Fusuma-e, The painting on Fusuma door

The fusuma-e (paintings on fusuma door) was painted by Tanyu Kano, 
when he was 49 years old. There are three paintings including “Sho-sho- 
hakkei”, “Rinnasei” and “Toh-Enmei”.  They were accurately reproduced 
in 2010, courtesy of Dai Nippon Printing (DNP) Co.,Ltd, and the original 
paintings are archived in the treasury house.

8. Hojyo Teien Nantei, Hojyo Garden (south)

The view from the south garden has the tomb of Ikkyu Sojyun and Kokyu 
(a small hill) as its background, utilizing this characteristic landscape and 
cropped by satsuki azalea. On the west side, there are big cycads. 
It is a classic Zen garden of the Edo period. Across the cropping and under 
eaves, white sand is overlaid to give a refreshing and noble atmosphere.

9. Hojyo Teien, Garden (east)

In the east garden, there are stones of varying size. It is said that these 
random arrangements are resemble the Jyuroku-rakan (Sixteen Arhats, 
a group of holy men who were predecessors or disciples of the Buddha) 

10. Hojyo Teien, Garden (north)

The north garden is Horai garden as Zen styled Karesansui (Japanese rock 
garden). On the northeast corner, there lies a huge two meter high stone as 
Kannon ishi. With arrangements of other stones in various sizes, the whole 
garden is symbolic of a waterfall. In the old days, the garden had a view of 
sailboats on the Kizu River and you could see Mount Hiei on a clear day. 
Today, the three gardens are regarded as the best examples of early Edo 
period gardens. It is said that the landscaping was a collaborative work 
between Jyozan Ishikawa, Shojyo Shokado and Kiroku Sagawada.



11. Shoro / Yokusitsu, The Bell Tower / Bathroom

The bell tower (Shodo) and bathroom were built in 1650, by donation from 
the Maeda family.

12. Soumon Hondo (Hodo), The Main Hall

The main hall (Hodo) is also known as Butsuden, a temple building where 
a Buddhist image is enshrined. Inside of main hall is enshrined the seated 
statue of Gautama Buddha as the principal image.  Also, the statue of 
Samanrabhadra is enshrined there. This hall is the earliest Chinese-styled 
architecture in the Yamashiro / Yamato area. The hall was built during 
Eikyo Period (1429-1441) by the sixth shogun of the Muromachi shogunate 
Yoshinori Ashikaga’s refuge in Buddha.

13. Kaizando, The Hall of the Originator

Though the original hall (Kaizando) was restored during the Taisho period, 
its exterior appearance and style retains the original form. Inside of the hall 
is enshrined the wooden statue of Daio-kokushi (Nanpo jyomyou). 
The hall was built during Ikkyu Zenshi’s restoration of the devastated 
Myosho-ji, when he was 63 years old.

14. Kokyu-an, The Tea Ceremony House

Originally, Kokyu-an sat at the foot of Higashiyama, Kyoto. When Ikkyu 
Zenshi was 74 years old, to avoid the turmoil of the Ounin war, the Kokyu-
an was moved to this place. The hengaku (the name plate raised above 
the entrance) was written by Ikkyu. The serene and modest building is 
Souan-styled, its roof is made of cypress bark. The surrounding gardens are 
Karesansui (traditional Japanese rock garden) styled. Especially, the east 
garden has a Shichi-go-san styled layout, following the same method (design) 
as the Shichi-go-san garden of Yamauchi-Shinjyu-an, Daitokuji temple.

15. Houbutuden, The Treasury House

The portrait and Yuige (instructions and teaching for pupils) of 
Ikkyu Zenshi and other treasures are archived in the treasury house 
(Houbutsuden). 

16. Kyu-Bochi, Old Tombs

Following virtue of Ikkyu Zenshi, there are well-recognized persons’ 
repository ? like Onnami, who was the third head of the Kanze school of 
Noh, Motoakira (15th), Kiyooki (19th), Shotei Sasaki (local lord of Koshu 
Kannonji) and Sunshoan (the master of tea ceremony) in these old tombs.



17. Sanbonsugi, Three Cedar Trees

Originally, there were three Japanese cedar trees that were planted by 
Ikkyu Zenshi, Rennyo Jyojin and Shinuemon Ninagawa. Since then, 
they remained green for more than 500 years but reached their old age / 
end of their life around 1970. Today, trees of second generation are planted 
here.

18. Shonen Ikkyu-zo, The Statue of Ikkyu’s boyhood

The statue of Ikkyu’s boyhood with a broom. This statue proposes wishes 
that it will clean up blots of the temporal world to make them better and 
brighter.

19. Ikkyu Osho-hi, The Cenotaph of Ikkyu Osho

On this cenotaph, the doctrines by Ikkyu Zenshi reads as follows; 
“Do not do badness. Do the right thing.”


